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ABSTRACT 
This paper Explain what  is Augmented Reality Markers? Which types of markers are  used in AR applications?This 

paper  also describes criterion to chose best fiducial marker for Augmented reality application and it also describes 

which type of marker is use on which applicaton. Fiducial images, often referred to as markers, are a popular 

element of many of the vision-based tracking systems utilized in augmented reality applications. Thus, Fiducial 

images which are used in AR Application  should be recognized quickly and robustly, it also Prove to be more help 

full in pose calculation. This paper provides guidance to creating marker that would be robust and easily detectable 

in AR application and which type of color marker should have? So, markers are detected in low lighting and 

provides best results. . 
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     INTRODUCTION  
A fiducial marker or fiducial is an object placed in 

the field of view of an imaging system which appears 

in the image produced, for use as a point of reference 

or a measure. It may be either something placed into 

or on the imaging subject, or a mark or set of marks 

in the reticle of an optical instrument. In AR 

application a good marker is such that a computer 

vision system can robustly and reliably detect it and 

identify it unambiguously. Fiducial images are 

images placed in a physical environment in support 

of tracking, alignment, and identification. Train cars 

have bar codes that allow machinery to automatically 

identify and route them through stations. Circuit 

boards have fiducials that allow masks to be aligned 

from layer to layer and allow the position of the 

board in a jig to be precisely measured so that robotic 

machinery can properly insert components. In 

augmented reality systems, fiducials are generally 

used for tracking elements in the environment. They 

may be placed in the fixed, physical environment so 

that the location of a moving camera can be identified 

or they may be placed on moving objects or people 

so that a location relative to either a fixed or moving 

camera can be computed. 

Proposed fiducials have been as simple as small dots 

in a pattern or as complex as bar-coded circular or 

square images.The most relevant examples is 

ARToolKit markers, square fiducial images with a 

fixed,black band exterior surrounding a unique image 

interior [1]. Figure 1 is an example ARToolKit 

fiducial. The outer black band allows for location of a 

candidate fiducial in a captured image and the 

interior image allows for identification of the 

candidate from a set of expected images. The four 

corners of the located fiducial allow for the 

unambiguous determination of the position and 

orientation of the fiducial relative to a calibrated 

camera. 

Additional examples of fiducial images include 

theTRIP (Target Recognition using Image 

Processing) system, the nested multi-resolution 

colored ring system, and CyberCode.TRIP is a 

vision-based sensor using visual markers in the form 

of rings [2]. 

http://www.ijesrt.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Field_of_view
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Imaging_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reticle
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 Figure 1- Example ARToolKit Fiducial 

Augmented reality applications use a great number of 

different marker types. Two main categories are 

template markers and 2D barcode markers. 

 

Marker identification techniques belong respectively 

to two main categories:  matching (used for template 

markers) and decoding (used for 2D barcode 

markers). 

 

Matching algorithms only identify a marker, whereas 

decoding algorithms decipher the data encoded in the 

marker. AR systems commonly rely on tracking to 

determine head position and orientation in support of 

rendering graphics registered with the surrounding 

environment. Matching techniques require a database 

of all possible markers and the system tests the 

marker under identification against all of them. 

Decoding algorithms do not need such a database. 

 

TYPES OF MARKERS 

Template markers: Template markers are black and 

white markers that have a simple image inside a 

black border.Figure 2 shows example of Template  

markers. 

Typically, these markers are identified by matching 

systems that compare them with marker templates. 

Marker templates represent sample images of the 

markers stored in a database. In the process of marker 

identification, a detected marker is matched against 

templates and the best match is selected as the correct 

marker. There is a general template matching 

problem associated with the size, position and 

orientation of the identified marker, which may result 

in matching errors or detection of undesired markers 

similarity [6]. 

2D barcode markers: 2D barcode markers are marker 

 

 

 
Figure 2-Examples of template markers[3,4,5] 

that consist of black and white data cells and may 

contain a border. 2D barcode markers can be 

categorized into either markers defining an identity 

(ID markers) or markers containing more data (data 

markers) Figure 3  shows example of 2D barcode 

markers. 

 
Figure 3- On the left, an example of a simple binary 

marker (ID marker), and on the right, a binary data 

marker . 

For this type of markers the data is coded in “0” or 

“1” by dividing the marker region into multiple black 

and white squares, which are decoded when 

recognized. For the purpose of decoding binary data 

markers with a fixed number of cells, it is necessary 

to calculate the center and the size of each cell. Then, 

for each cell a binary value is assigned, so that, the 

whole data of the marker can be presented as either a 

series of binary values or as a binary number [7]. For 

simple binary data matrices, such binary number is 

the same as a marker ID[8]. 

There are numerous 2D barcode standards used for 

AR applications. The most popular of them are Aztec 

http://www.ijesrt.com/
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Code, Data Matrix, Maxi Code, PDF417 and QR 

Code, as presented in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 4- Example of simple marker decoding: marker ID 

1110000011110111 (= 57,591) 

 
(a) (b)    

 
(c) 

(  

(d) 

 
(e) 

Figure 5- An example of Aztec Code (a), Data Matrix (b), 

Maxi Code (c), PDF417 (d) and QR Code (e)[8] 

Aztec Code was invented by Andrew Longacre and 

Robert Hussey of Welch Allyn Inc. in 1995 and is 

publicly available [9]. The structure and functional 

elements of Aztec Code are presented in Fig.6 (a) and 

Fig.6 (b). Fig.6 (a) demonstrates Aztec Code 

structure consisting of several fixed patterns such as 

the finder pattern, orientation bits and reference grid. 

The finder is located in the center and represented by 

7-level bulls-eye square which is used for 

identification of the center and axes. Orientation bits 

are placed on the four corners around the finder and 

used for quick determination of orientation. Also, 

there is a horizontal and vertical reference grid 

extending to the edges that is useful for detecting 

image distortion. Fig.6 (b) shows variable fields of 

Aztec Code represented by layers, so that data is 

encoded in a spiral pattern starting from the upper left 

corner of the finder, clockwise in the direction to the 

edge [10][8]. 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6- An example of Aztec Code structure with fixed 

patterns (a) and variable data patterns (b)[10]. 

http://www.ijesrt.com/
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Data Matrix Code is a two-dimensional barcode that 

was invented by ID Matrix Inc. in 2005. Data Matrix 

symbol has either a rectangular or square shape 

consisted of modules (i.e. cells) and bordered by the 

finder pattern. The data is encoded using modules 

and depending on the coding method used a white 

cell represents “0” and a black cell represents “1”. 

Structure and functional elements of Data Matrix 

symbol are shown in Fig.7. It is required that each 

symbol is surrounded by the protected quiet zone in 

order to avoid any disruption reading the barcode. 

The finder pattern is composed of L finder pattern 

that identifies size and orientation of the symbol, and 

clock track that defines structure of the symbol [11]. 

 
Figure 7- An example of Data Matrix structure and 

functional elements[8]. 

Data Matrix code enables high-density printing, since 

it is capable of storing significant amount of data and 

requires a very limited space for this. This code has 

been applied in many industries such as aerospace, 

automotive and electronics, and is most popular for 

small items marking[8]. 

Maxi Code is a low capacity two-dimensional code 

that was invented in 1992 by United Parcel Service 

(UPS), leading US postal service company, for the 

purpose of fast package tracking and sorting process. 

The symbol is well-known for its high speed reading 

characteristic. Maxi Code consists of hexagonal 

modules arranged in rows around the finder pattern. 

Fig. 8 shows the structure and key functional 

elements of Maxi Code symbol such as the bulls-eye 

finder, orientation modules, inner data area and outer 

data area. The finder pattern in the form of a circular 

bulls-eye is comprised of three black rings located in 

the center of a symbol and used for identification of 

the symbol’s location. Orientation modules are 

located close to the bulls-eye and represented by six 

patterns comprising of three hexagonal modules each 

used for determination of the symbol’s rotation. 

Encoded data is split into the primary message which 

contains primary information related to shipment 

details and stored in the inner data area, and the 

secondary message which contains other supporting 

information and stored in the outer data area around 

the bulls-eye pattern. Such approach of separating the 

encoded data into primary and secondary messages 

enables to recover key information stored in the 

primary message in case of any symbol damage [12]. 

 
Figure 8- An example of Maxi Code structure and 

functional elements [13]. 

PDF417 is a two-dimensional linear barcode that was 

invented by Ynjiun Wang at Symbol Technologies in 

1991 and is available in the public domain. PDF417 

symbol is composed of the main functional elements 

that include the start pattern, left row indicator, data 

region, right row indicator and stop pattern. The size 

of the PDF417 symbol may range from 1 to 30 data 

columns and from 3 to 90 rows. Start and stop 

patterns are black and white elements that indicate 

borders of the symbol and enable its easy 

identification. Row indicators (both left and right) are 

located close to the start and stop patterns and used 

for identification of the number of rows and columns. 

Data region consists of data code words comprised 

of 17 modules containing 4 bars and 4 spaces (what 

417 stands for), so that the amount of maximum code 

words in the symbol is 929 (0 – 928). Additionally, 

the symbol must have a quite zone represented by a 

white margin. The minimum size of the quiet zone is 

two modules on each side [8,14, 15]. 

http://www.ijesrt.com/
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Figure 9- An example of PDF417 structure and 

functional elements. 

QR Code is a high capacity matrix barcode 

symbology especially designed for the automotive 

industry in Japan. The company named Denso, 

Toyota’s subsidiary, introduced QR Code in 1994. 

Fig. 3.9 represents QR Code structure and functional 

regions which include the quite zone, finder patterns, 

alignment patterns and timing patterns. The quite 

zone and finder patterns support location 

identification and orientation of the symbol. 

Alignment patterns enable detection and correction of 

symbol distortions, while timing patterns are used for 

determination of rows and columns coordinates. This 

symbol combines such characteristics as high-

capacity of storing data, high-density recording and 

high-speed reading [16]. 

This symbol has become widespread in such field as 

logistics in transportation, retail, industrial and 

aerospace industries. Also, it is widely used for 

mobile tagging application for scanning URLs and 

other encoded information and automatically 

retrieving it. 

 
Figure 10- example of QR Code structure and functional 

elements [16]. 

 

Table 1. Maximum data storage capacity of several 2D 

barcodes [8]. 

 

Circular markers: In photogrammetry, circular 

markers are traditionally used.Photogrammetric 

applications often require high accuracy but allow 

offline processing. Circles are often identical (see 

Figure 49) and are mapped manually or 

semiautomatically from frame to frame. Most 

augmented reality applications are real-time 

applications and automatic camera pose estimation is 

a necessity. Therefore, basic identical circular 

markers are seldom used in AR. The nature of AR 

applications also often requires identifiable marker 

sets. Designing a large set of identifiable square 

markers is easier than designing a set of circular 

markers. Consequently, square markers are more 

popular in augmented reality. 

 

 
Figure 11- On the left, an example of a simple position 

marker used in photogrammetry; in the middle, a circular 

marker used by InterSense and on the right, SpotCode . 

A circular code gives a highly accurate position, but a 

single centre coordinate is not enough to derive 

camera pose, whereas a square marker has four 

corner points and defines the relative pose of the 

camera alone. Therefore, a system needs to detect at 

least four circular markers (or more if they a non-

http://www.ijesrt.com/
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coplanar and non-collinear). The application can 

increase the accuracy of pose calculation usingmore 

markers. 

Imperceptible markers: Markers provide a 

convenient way for pose calculations, but in certain 

environmentsn or situations visual markers are 

unwanted. Should the problem be more about “ugly” 

markers, people can use “nice-looking” image 

markers. If all visible patterns are undesired, the 

system can use markers that are invisible to the 

human eye but detectable by machine. One 

possibility is to use markers and detection devices 

operating on wavelengths other than visible light, e.g. 

in the infrared range. Another possibility is to use 

markers that are so small that the human eye cannot 

distinguish them. In this section, we will cover these 

three possibilities: image markers, invisible markers 

and miniature markers. 

 Image markers: A marker system can use natural 

(colour) images as markers. Image markers typically 

have a frame or other landmarks to aid detection and 

pose calculation, but these are not necessary. Image 

markers are typically identified using template or 

feature matching. 

Implementations that detect images without frames 

have the advantage that an AR application can 

operate in an existing environment without changes 

to the environment itself. For example, an AR 

application may bring added value to a book without 

changing the book itself. AR application could use 

the images of an existing book to pop out extra 3D 

visualisation, animation, etc. 

 Infrared markers: Infrared (IR) light has a 

wavelength in range (750–1 mm). It is greater than 

the visible light spectrum (380–770 nm) and is 

therefore invisible to the human eye. However, many 

cameras can perceive range adjacent to the visible 

spectrum (called near IR) and special IR cameras 

operate within a larger IR range. Thereare also 

special filters that limit the perceived light to a 

specific narrow IR band. 

An IR marker system can either use a self-

illuminated marker, retro-reflective material or IR 

spotlight. In addition, it can use an IR projector to 

create markers. The system can detect IR markers 

with a special IR camera or with a normal camera if 

the system uses the near infrared range. 

A common limitation of the IR markers is that they 

only work indoors, where no uncontrolled IR light 

source is present. Outdoors the sun emits IR light and 

disturbs the IR detection system 

 Markers: Markers can also be so tiny that they are 

unnoticeable to the human eye. 
MIT Media Lab introduced a marker system called 

Bokode in . The markers are inconspicuous to the 

human eye, but visible on common low-cost cameras 

from metres away. 

 

Figure 12- Example of natural image detection: An 

animated character is augmented on the top of a book. 

 

Figure 13-Bokode marker looks like a tiny dot to the 

human eye (on the left), but a camera is able to see the 

contents in out-of-focus mode (on the right), (images 

courtesy of Ankit Mohan)[17]. 

 

CRITERIA FOR A GOOD FIDUCIAL 

Fiducial images or markers are identified by AR 

Applications to render 3D virtual images on real 

scene so, these Images should be recognized very 

quickly and robustly, for this purpose   Fiducial   

marker must be good quality Fiducial marker and to 

create good Fiducial marker so many things such as 

marker shape, marker color, internal image, marker 

location etc should be take under consideration. here, 

we suggests and discussed some criteria which are 

used to create robust  and good marker. 

Fiducial Shape: The purpose of a fiducial image is 

to provide automatic correspondences between 

http://www.ijesrt.com/
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points in a camera frame and points in a captured 

image. This is known as pose estimation . 

Determination of position and orientation of a 

physical object relative to a camera frame requires 

the correspondence of at least four non-linear points. 

As an example, estimating the pose of a camera 

relative to a physical environment will require the 

identification of four 2D points in the camera image 

and knowledge of their 3D coordinates in the world 

coordinate system. It is possible to compute pose 

from only three points. However, the result is 

ambiguous. 

So we can say that that an ideal fiducial image should 

emit at least four points. Beyond that, it is clear that 

the points should approximate a square. The size of 

the fiducial equates to resolution in the capture 

image. Four points not in the form of a square will 

result in some elements of the image presenting a 

lesser resolution to the camera than others, thereby 

decreasing tracking accuracy in corresponding 

orientations. 

But,It’s not means that  fiducial image itself must be 

square. Any image that can emit four points would 

suffice. However, there are clear computational 

advantages to simplicity, and a square fiducial image 

is the simplest possible fiducial emitting four points. 

The straight edges of a square can be used to 

compute best-fit lines allowing corners to be 

computed with greater, potentially sub-pixel, 

accuracy. 

Fiducial Colour: If we choosing a color Fiducial 

marker that  increases the possible set of Fiducial 

images. But, It increases recognition time and 

required complex algorithm for marker recognitions . 

Here are some clear technical reasons to favor a 

monochrome Fiducial: 

 Varying chroma resolution in camera systems. 

 Decreased image representation. 

 Higher-performance localization algorithms. 

Many imaging systems designed for computers that  

transmitting chrominance information in lower 

bandwidth channels or representing chrominance 

information with lower resolution. This necessarily 

decreases the detection resolution for color fiducials. 

Even if an RGB color presentation is captured at full 

resolution, the resulting color image will increase the 

memory usage and, consequently, the analysis 

time[18]. 

An additional element in the choice of color or 

monochrome is the choice of localization algorithms. 

High-performance algorithms have been developed 

for color fiducials, but assume very simple shapes 

that can be identified by crosssectional lines . One 

advantage of color fiducials is the use of color to 

identify the specific fiducial, as in the multiring 

approach. However, the number of colors that can be 

uniquely identified varies greatly depending on 

lighting conditions, and is likely to be small. Specular 

reflection can also modify the hue of imaged colors. 

And, the colors must contrast with colors naturally 

occurring in the scene.[18]. 

Locating the Fiducial : The shape and color of a 

fiducial is directly related to the algorithm utilized to 

locate it in the camera image. ARToolKit uses square 

image with a black border.in this markers  An interior 

image contained within the border provides 

identification for the particular fiducial image. It is 

assumed that the marker will contrast with a 

surrounding region when converted to a binary 

image. Typically, this can be achieved by simply 

ensuring the fiducial is mounted on a white surface or  

is printed on a larger white sheet of paper. 

Fiducial Identification: The identification of the 

interior image is simplified if a border has been 

located. The interior image can then be warped to a 

square image with a fixed scale. Clearly, marking a 

space with identical fiducials would require the 

analysis of relative placement for identification, so it 

is advantageous if fiducials are unique. Uniqueness 

can be accomplished in a variety of ways, including 

color combinations, bar codes, or patterns. The 

pattern must be unique and accurately identifiable at 

a variety of resolutions. Charles B. Owen[18] 

collected several desirable characteristics for fiducial 

identification: 

Orientation identification: 

 Minimal inter-fiducial correlation. 

 Resistance to noise or partial obscuring. 

 A large identification range. 

 A large fiducial identification space. 

So,we can shortly define  the criteria for best fiducial 

marker is: An ideal fiducial image should support the 

unambiguous determination of position and 

http://www.ijesrt.com/
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orientation relative to a calibrated camera. The image 

should not favor some orientations over others. The 

image must be a member of a set of images that are 

unlikely to be confused such that a large space or set 

of objects can be uniquely marked. The image must 

be easy to locate and identify using fast and simple 

algorithms. Images must function over a wide camera 

capture range. 

Now, at last only one question is remains  when and  

where we used which type of marker?so, following  

teble gives the answer of this questions. 

 

CONCLUSION 
This paper Explains different types of augmented 

Reality markers which are used in different types of 

application and discusses it’s structures. Markers are  

 

used for 3d model generation and rendering, for that, 

Markers should be quickly and robustly detected 

even in low lighting condition.  This paper describe 

http://www.ijesrt.com/
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so many type of markers : Template marker, barcode 

marker, circle marker, Imperceptible markers etc  

And it’s structures that is provides good result in 

detection procedure and  full field its purpose. This 

paper also Explain the memory requirement of 

different type of barcode marker. This paper also 

discuss different criteria to create good fidicual  

marker. Marker   Shaped, colour, location, 

Identification  time , Identification Range all are  

required criteria to be taken in consideration when we 

creating or choosing marker. An ideal fiducial image 

should support the unambiguous determination of 

position and orientation relative to a calibrated 

camera. The image should not favor some 

orientations over others. The image must be a 

member of a set of images that are unlikely to be 

confused such that a large space or set of objects can 

be uniquely marked. The image must be easy to 

locate and identify using fast and simple algorithms. 

Images must function over a wide camera capture 

range. At last  we  discussed which type of marker is 

used on which type of application. 
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